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STABILITY THEOREMS FOR HOLOMORPHIC FOLIATIONS1

BY

T. DUCHAMP AND M. KALKA

Abstract. Here we investigate topological stability in the space of holomorphic

foliations on a compact manifold. We show that under certain conditions nearby

holomorphic foliations are topologically equivalent. We then present examples of

foliations which are stable as holomorphic foliations but unstable as smooth

foliations.

0. Introduction. In [6] Hamilton proved that a C"-Hausdorff foliation on a

compact manifold is differentiably stable provided that the first de Rham cohomol-

ogy group of a generic leaf is trivial. Epstein and Rosenberg [5] have generalized

this result to exfoliations with r > 1 on noncompact manifolds. It is also known

[10] that if the first cohomology group of a generic leaf is not trivial then the

foliation is not differentiably stable.

It is natural to consider the stability properties of holomorphic foliations (these

are foliations on a C "-manifold which are represented as Haefliger cocycles with

coefficients in the pseudogroup of local biholomorphisms of C). The main result

of this paper is Theorem 1 which gives conditions under which every holomorphic

foliation near a fixed holomorphic foliation is of the same topological type. We do

not require that the fixed foliation be Hausdorff; it need only be Riemannian.

However, we do require the existence of a closed, locally decomposable form

whose restriction to each leaf of the foliation is a volume form. The remainder of

this introduction is devoted to the statement of Theorem 1 and to an example.

Let M be an «-dimensional, compact, smooth manifold and let 'S be a C °°-folia-

tion. Denote by L G TM the tangential distribution of 'S, and by Q the normal

bundle of 'S. Finally let Q^ denote the sheaf of germs of local sections of Q which

are locally constant along the leaves of 'S. We make the following definitions.

Definition. The foliation <5 is said to be infinitesimally (differentiably) stable if

the sheaf cohomology group HX(M, Qg) vanishes. 'S is said to be (differentiably)

stable if every foliation whose tangential distribution is sufficiently near L, in the

C "-topology on sections of the Grassmann bundle, is C "-conjugate to 'S. Recall

that a foliation § is C "-conjugate to 'S if there is a diffeomorphism of M sending

the leaves of § to the leaves of 'S.

Suppose now that 'S is a holomorphic foliation. Then there is a complex

structure J on the normal bundle Q and there is a notion of holomorphic section

which we define in §1. Let Ordenóte the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of
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Q which are locally constant along the leaves of 'S. In analogy with the C" case

we make the following definitions.

Definition. A holomorphic foliation 'S is said to be infinitesimally holomorphi-

cally stable if the cohomology group HX(M, 0g) vanishes. 'S is said to be holomor-

phically stable if every holomorphic foliation sufficiently close to S (in a sense to be

made precise in §2) is holomorphically conjugate to 'S. A holomorphic foliation S

is holomorphically conjugate to 'S if there is a C "-dif feomorphism of M sending the

leaves of § to the leaves of S and respecting the complex structures.

In [1] we showed that H X(M, 0$) is finite dimensional and in the case where

there is a C "-foliation transverse to 'S we showed that there is a local analytic

subspace of H X(M, 09) which parametrizes conjugacy classes of holomorphic

foliations near 'S. Hence in this case infinitesimal holomorphic stability implies

holomorphic stability.

Now it can happen that a holomorphic foliation 'S is neither holomorphically

stable nor differentiably stable but that every holomorphic foliation sufficiently

near 'S is C "-conjugate to S. We will study this phenomenon using the inclusion /:

^9C~* Q<g obtained by forgetting the complex structure on Q. This map induces a

map between cohomology groups

im:H\M,09)^H\M,Qr).

Definition. The holomorphic foliation 'S is said to be infinitesimally stable under

holomorphic deformations provided that the map im is the zero map. If every

holomorphic foliation § near S is conjugate to 'S via a diffeomorphism of M

sending leaves of § to leaves of 'S, but not necessarily respecting complex

structures, then 'S is said to be stable under holomorphic deformations.

The main result of this paper is that infinitesimal stability under holomorphic

deformations implies stability under holomorphic deformations. However, our

method of proof requires that two restrictions be imposed on S. First we assume

that 'S is Hermitian. By this we mean that in addition to being a holomorphic

foliation 'S is also a Riemannian foliation. We must also assume that there is an

SL(p)-foliation transverse to 'S. Here p = n — 2q, the dimension of the leaves of

S. Recall that an SL(p)-foliation is a foliation whose tangential distribution is

given as the kernel of a closed, locally decomposable p-form on M. Our main result

is the following.

Theorem 1. Let 'S be a real codimension-2q Hermitian foliation on a compact

manifold M", and suppose there is an SL(p)-foliation transverse to 'S. If the map

i.:Hx(M, 99)^Hx(M,Qç)

is the zero map, then S is stable under holomorphic deformations.

We do not know that the hypotheses of this theorem are all necessary. However,

the techniques we use make essential use of both the Hermitian metric and the

closed form defining the transverse foliation.

To illustrate the theorem consider the following class of examples. Let N be a
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compact complex manifold and let M = S ' X N. Consider the holomorphic folia-

tion S of M by the circles {(9, x0): 9 G S1}, x0 G N. Let ir: M-> N be the

projection. Then 9<g = tt*9n where 9N is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector

fields on N. Further, Q9 is the pull back under ir of the sheaf of germs of vector

fields on N. An application of the results in §3 shows that there is a commutative

diagram

Hx(M,9çf) 'A HX(M,Q9)

il  Î »   Î

HX(N,9N)® HX(SX,C) ®CT(N,9N)     %     HX(SX, R) ®R T(N, TN)

where jm is the map obtained by composing the projection onto

HX(SX, C) ®c T(N, 9N) » H\SX, R) ®R T(N, 9N) with the map induced by the

inclusion 9N ̂  TN. Hence S is infinitesimally stable under holomorphic deforma-

tions if and only if T(N, 9N) = 0. Observe that if X G T(N, 9N) we can use the

1-parameter family of biholomorphisms of N generated by X to obtain, via

suspension, a family of holomorphic foliations on M which is differentiably

nontrivial. Theorem 1 shows that the only way that such a family can arise is

through elements of T(N, 9N), hence if N is a hyperbolic manifold then 'S is stable

under holomorphic deformations. Since HX(SX, R) ¥= 0 the foliation 'S is certainly

not stable.

The paper is organized as follows. In § 1 we construct resolutions of the sheaves

99 and Q^ that are needed in the proof of Theorem 1. In §2 we prove Theorem 1.

In §3 we give a class of holomorphic foliations where the map i#: HX(M, 0$)-»

H X(M, Qg) is computable.

Notation. We will use the Einstein summation convention throughout. Also if

E -» M is a vector bundle we will denote by E the sheaf of germs of sections of E

and if S is a sheaf on M we will denote the space of global sections of S by T(S ).

If V is any bundle associated to the foliation 'S then \$ will be used to denote the

sheaf of sections of V which are locally constant along the leaves of 'S.

1. The resolution of the sheaf 99 Throughout this paper M is assumed to be a

compact, oriented C "-manifold of dimension n and 'S is a real codimension-2^

Hermitian foliation on M. 'S1' will denote an SL(p) foliation transverse to 'S,

where p = n — 2q. To every such structure there is associated a distinguished

family of charts defined as follows.

Definition. An adapted coordinate chart for M is a chart \p: U G M -» Rp X C*

with coordinate functions (x, z) = (xx, . . . , xp, zx, . . . , z9) such that the restric-

tion of 'S to U is given by the fibres of the map (x, z) i-» z, and <3r"L restricted to U

is given by the fibres of the map (x, z) h» x. We will use adapted coordinates

exclusively, using Latin indices to range from 1 to p, and Greek indices will range

from 1 to q.

On overlapping charts (x, z) G U and (x, z) G U the adapted coordinates are

related as follows: x = f(x), z = g(z) with/of class C" and g holomorphic.
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Using adapted coordinates we see that the complexified cotangent bundle of M

splits as follows.

tm£ = L*. © e<°''>* © e(1,0)*

where L*. is generated by the forms dx', g(10)* by the forms dza and Q^°'xr by the

forms dz".

Two subcomplexes of the complexified de Rham complex of M are relevant to

the study of deformation theory for holomorphic foliations. Denote by (L£, t/y) the

sheaf complex defined as follows. Let L*f denote the sheaf of germs of sections of

the bundle AS(L*.) ® Qxo and let df L** -» L*s+X be the operator defined by the

local formula

where / = (/,, ...,/,) is a multi-index and dx1 = dx1' A " " * Adx1'.

The sheaf

Qj^KerfL^lL*1}

is the sheaf of germs of sections of <2(1,0) °f me form £ = ¿"(¿X^/^") where £a(z)

are smooth functions of z only.

As a real vector bundle g(1,0) is isomorphic to the real vector bundle Q =

TM/L. In local coordinates this isomorphism is given by the assignments 3/3z" i->

3/3« a and /"(3/3za)H> -3/3ua where za = ua + iva. Under this identification

Q^0) is the sheaf Q$of germs of sections of Q which are locally constant along the

leaves of S and (L*-, dn) is a resolution of Q^ This resolution was constructed

independently in [6], [7] and [8].

Denote by A*f the sheaf of germs of sections of the vector bundle

AS(LC © ö(0,1))* ® Qim

and let dA: A*f —> A*f+X be the operator dA = d^ + 3 where dn and 3 are given by

the local formulae

d\\w?Adx' A dzA ® — j = -¿f dx1 A dx' A dzA ® —

and

3"(W/°¿*'A<^ ®-¿) = (-O'^^'A^A^ ®¿

where / and /I are multi-indices with |/| + |^1| = s. Note that the sheaf 9% defined

by

05F=Ker{tL,:A*°^A£1}

is the sheaf of germs of sections of <2(10) having the local form £ = £a3/3za where

the £a are holomorphic functions of (z1, . . . , zp). In [1] we showed, for a more

general class of holomorphic foliations, that (A£, dA) is a resolution of 99
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Observe that the inclusion LC'L^ Lc® (2(01) induces a map of complexes of

sheaves

i:(A*Q,dA)^(L*e,d{]).

This map gives rise to the map

it:H(M,9€)^H(M,Qç)

which relates holomorphic invariants of 'S to differential invariants of 'S. This map

is the map used in the introduction to define infinitesimal stability under holomor-

phic deformations.

2. Infinitesimal stability implies stability. In this section we will prove Theorem 1

using techniques inspired by Reinhart [11], [12] together with the deformation

theory presented in [1].

Definition. A form $ G Aq is said to be baselike if in adapted coordinates it is

of the form <¿> = <b%(z)dzB <8> 3/3za where <}>j} depends only on z. We denote the

sheaf of baselike j-forms by A*s. From the local formula for the operator dA it is

clear that it restricts to an operator on the sheaf of baselike forms, which we will

denote by db. Note that if </> is baselike then d^> = 0 so db(b = 3<f>.

We can now give the following characterization of infinitesimal stability.

Proposition 1. Infinitesimal (differentiable) stability under holomorphic deforma-

tions is equivalent to the condition that every element in H X(M, 0g) has a baselike

representative.

Proof. Suppose t = -q + rj where n = i)?dx' <8> 3/3za and fj = t]ßdzß ® d/dz"

is a representative for a class in HX(M, 0g). Then since d^t\ = 0, infinitesimal

stability implies that n = d^i for some vector field £ G T(M, ö(1'0)). Hence t is

cohomologous to « = t - dA£ = tj - 3£ G T(M, Qi0'X)' <g> Qim). But dAT = 0 so

¿Il u = 3w = 0, which shows that u is baselike. The converse follows by reversing

the argument.    □

Since the foliation 'S is Hermitian and S1- is an SL(p) foliation there is a metric

on M of the form

ds2 = gu(x, z)dx' ® dxj + hap(z)dza ® dzß

with g — ydet gtj   a function of x only and h = ydet haß   and haß functions of z

only.

We wish to use this metric to define an inner product, < , >, on the space of

global sections of A£\ Let * denote the usual Hodge star operator on the

complexified de Rham complex £2c(Ai) of M with respect to the metric ds2. This

operator extends to an operator

*:r(A*)^r(A*"-)

defined by *(to <S> |) = (*w) ® |.

Define a bilinear product

Ä:r(A*')®r(A*')-+o/c+i(^)
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by

û A4> = <£, y)" A<f>
for ¿c = « ® £, <i> = </> ® tj global sections of A£ where <£, tj> is the inner product

of the vector fields £ and tj. Then the inner product on T(A£) is given by

0 for r ¥= s,

j w A<P    for r = s,<«, *> =

where to G r(A£r), </> G T(A^). Denote by A*, the Hubert space completion of

T(Ag) and by A * the closure of the subspace of baselike forms.

The complex (Aq, dA) being elliptic [1], there is a Hodge theory associated to it.

Specifically, denote the adjoint of dA by d%, and let AA = dAdA' + dA'dA. Then

(Ker A^)- G T(AQ') and the map (Ker AA)-—> H(M, 0g) taking a harmonic form to

its representative is an isomorphism. Here (Ker A^)* denotes the kernel of A^ as an

operator on Aq.

Let the adjoint of db be denoted by df and set A6 = dbd% + d^db. We need the

following lemma.

Lemma 1. (1) d^\A. = d.% and

(2) AA\A. = Ab.

In particular, A(Ab*~) c A^\ Here \A. denotes the restriction to the subspace Ag'G

A*-Aq.

To prove this result it is necessary to find a formula for rfj. First let E:

r(A*°) -* T(A*¡) be the operator defined by

where (h^) is the inverse matrix of (h^).

Lemma 2. // <j> = </> ® tj then

d*]> = ± (*d*<¡>) ® tj - *(*<*> A E(v)).

Proof. Let a = to ® £, <f> = <í> ® tj be in r(A£('~!)) and r(A£r) respectively. Then

since *<b contains the factor dzx A • • ■ t\dzq, it follows that dA((£, tj)w A *<i>) =

d((£, tj)w A *<£) where t/ is ordinary exterior differentiation. So by Stokes' Theo-

rem 0 = [M dA({£, tj>w A *<f>).

Now apply the product rule to rewrite this equation in the form

0 = f (dA(a ® £)) A (*<í> ® tj) + [ (w ® |) A (</•*) ® T?

+ [ (to ® 0 Ä (*<i> A £(î?))
•'Ai

= (</>, ¿) + <ö, (*d*$) ® t, + *(*<;> a £(tj))>,

completing the proof of Lemma 2.   □
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To prove Lemma 1 we observe that a straightforward calculation shows that if

<f> = </> ® tj is baselike, then (*d*4>) ® tj and *(*</> A E(t\)) are baselike. The key

facts here are that haß~ depends only on z, and that the volume form on M can be

written

(h(z)dzx A • • • Adz" A dzx A ■ ■ ■ Adzq) A (g(x)dxx A • • ■ Adx").

This shows that d*(A*-) G A*; completing the proof of Lemma 1.

Since AA is selfadjoint and Fredholm, so is Ab, its restriction to the closed

subspace A£- c A£. Let

HA : A$-* (Ker AA)\       Hb: Af-> (Ker Ab)'

be the projection operators onto (Ker A^)- and (Ker Ab)' and let GA and Gb be the

associated Green's operators. Then I = AAGA + HA, I = AbGb + Hb.

The following is a corollary to Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. (1) Hb = HA]A¡.

(2) Gb = GA[At.

Proof. (1) Let u G Ab*s; recall that HAw is the unique element of (Ker AAY

cohomologous in Aq to to. But a — Hbo> = dbr) for some element tj G A*'. Hbu G

(Ker AbY G (Ker AA)S and dbrj = dAt\. Hence Hbu = Hau.

(2) Recall that Ab is in vertible on (Ker A,,)-1 G A*- and that

Gbu = A¿"'(to — Hbu)    for a G A^.

Similarly,  GAu = AAx(o) — HAu) for u G A*;.  Therefore by Lemma   1(2)  and

Lemma 3(1) we have the chain of equalities

Gbo¡ = A¿"'(to - Hbu) = AAx(u - HAu) = GAu>

for u G A^\   □

Lemma 4. Let 'S be infinitesimally stable under holomorphic deformations. Then

(Ker A*)1« (Ker AJ«.

Proof. We know from Lemma 1 that (Ker Afc)' G (Ker A^)1. To prove the

reverse inclusion pick an element u G (Ker A^,)1. By Proposition 1 there is a

dA-closed baselike form iox cohomologous in Aq" to u. Hence w = HA(u) = HA(ux)

and by Lemma 3(1) HA(ux) = Hb(ux). Therefore a = Hb(ux) G (Ker Ab)2.   □

We can now begin the proof of Theorem 1. First observe that an element

<j> = Hom(Lc © ö(01), ö<10)) defines a distribution L^ and a complex structure on

its normal bundle Q as follows. Write <¡> = <£L + <pß where <bL G Hom(Lc, Q(lfSy) at

HomH(L, Q) and <bQ G Hom^o^, ö(l0)). Then using the decomposition TM =

L © Q induced by the local product structure of M, set L = {X + <f>L(X)\X G L).

It is also clear that <j>Q defines a complex structure J^ on Q in a similar way.

In [1] we showed that the pair (L^, J^) defines a holomorphic foliation S^

provided that <i> satisfies the differential equation D<¡> = dA<¡> — [<j>, <j>] = 0, where

[, ] is a natural extension of the bracket operation used in the deformation theory

of complex manifolds, and reduces to that bracket when restricted to baselike

forms. Now put the C " topology on the space T(AQX). This induces a topology on
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the space of holomorphic foliations. It is this topology to which we alluded in the

introduction.

Observe that if <j>L = 0 then the tangent bundle of the foliation S^ is just L and

hence "2^, considered as a C "-foliation, is identical to 'S. This fact will be needed

in the proof of Theorem 2.

We will also need the following result, also proved in [1]. The set of solutions of

small norm of the equations <b = <j>0 + d^GA[<b, <i>] and HA[t¡>, <¡>] = 0 for <£0 G

Ker A^, </>0 of small norm, parametrizes a family of holomorphic foliations near S.

Furthermore, every holomorphic foliation near 'S is conjugate, via a diffeomor-

phism of M respecting complex structures to a member of this family. Hence, to

complete the proof of Theorem 1 it is sufficient to show that every solution <j> of the

equation $ = <b0 + d*GA[<b, <>] with <f>0 G (Ker A^)1 of small norm is baselike for if

</> is baselike then <j>L = 0.

But solutions of this equation are constructed by iteration with <j> = lim <pn and

<j>n + x = <f>0 + d^¡GA[<¡>n, <¡>n]. If <>n is baselike then [</>„, <#>„] is baselike and by Lemmas

1 and 3 the form d^GA[<bn, <j>n] is also baselike. Hence <¡>n baselike implies <i>n+1

baselike. Since by Lemma 4, </>0 is baselike it follows by induction that all ^>„ are

baselike and therefore so is their limit </>.    □

3. The computation of the map /'„.In this section we prove a generalization of the

Leray-Hirsch theorem and use it to compute the map im. We then show that in

certain cases stability under holomorphic deformations is equivalent to the condi-

tion T(M, 0g) = 0.

We begin with a definition.

Definition. A Hausdorff holomorphic foliation S on a manifold M is called a

cohomology product foliation  if there are forms o¡x, . . ., o¡r on M with do)¡ G

r(ô(10)* A kT*Mc) for / = 1, . . ., r and such that for each leaf N¿> M of S and

every   integer    1  < í < dim N   there   is   an   isomorphism   HS(N, R) m

As(j*ux, . . . ,j*<*)r)„ where A(y*tO[, . . . ,j*ur)„ denotes the free graded commuta-

tive algebra generated by y'*to,, . . . ,j*usr truncated at degree n = dim N. The set

{«,, . . . , to,} is called a global cohomology basis for the leaves of 'S.

This definition is motivated by the following version of the Leray-Hirsch

theorem.

Theorem. Let 'S be as in the previous definition. Then there is a commutative

diagram

H(M, 99) ^ H(M, Qv)

«c.T +.Î

H(T(Ab*), db) ® A-(to„ . . . , tor)„     J^     r(Q^) ® A(to„ . . ., tor)„

where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms and where jm is the zero map on

Hs(T(Ab*), db) ® A(to1; . . . , ur)nfor s > 1 and for s = 0 is given by the inclusion

T(9ç) ® A(to„ . . ., tor)„'^dr(Q^) ® A(to„ . . ., ur)n.
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Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram of complexes which in

cohomology induces the above diagram.

{T(A*Q),dA) ¿ (r(z¿M,)

<í>j *j

(T(Ab*% db) ® (A(to1; . . ., <or)„     4     T(Q9) ® (A-C«„ .. . , «,)„, d0)

where d0 is the zero differential and j is defined in the obvious manner. It suffices

to show that <i> and t/> induce isomorphisms in cohomology. We will prove this for <f>

(the result for \p is proved in a similar way).

Observe that T(A£) is equipped with the bigrading

r(A$Y'' = r(ß«w ® a'l* ® e(1-°>)

and is a filtered complex with respect to the decreasing filtration

F"T(A$) = 0 T(A$)'-\
s>u

There is also a filtration

FT(Ab*) ® A(to1; . . ., tor)„ = 0 T(A*') ® A(to1;.. ., <or)n
s>u

and <j> is filtration preserving. By the comparison theorem it is sufficient to show

that the following map at the Ex level of the associated spectral sequences is an

isomorphism

EM''': IW) ® A'(to„ ...,«,)„-> H'(M, QJW* ® Q^0))

where H'(M, Q^J)* ® Qg0)) = H'(T(A*)S\ </„) which follows from the fact that

(/4£*, dn) is a resolution of Q$"°* ® Q(^0). See [1, Proposition 4.7].

To show that Ex(<j>) is an isomorphism we need the following property of

Hausdorff foliations. Let N0 denote the generic leaf of 'S and let D9 be the unit

disc in C9. Denote by UQ the space NQX D9 and by % the holomorphic foliation

given by the sets N0 X p forp G D9. Let TV be any leaf of 'S then there is a tubular

neighborhood U of N which is a union of leaves of S and a finite cover ttv:

U0 -» U respecting holomorphic foliations. Since % is a product foliation and

Q^* ® Q^o,0) is a pullback under the projection t/0i-» Dq of a sheaf on D" it

follows from the Künneth formula that in this special case there is an isomorphism,

/?,(*): r(i/0, QJW* ® Q*T) ® A'(«,. • - • ̂ )„-> "'(r(*V ¿*"). ^ii)

and by averaging over the finite group of deck transformations of •nv this isomor-

phism descends to an isomorphism

EM-. W Q^' ® Q^,0)) ® A'(".' • • •'• <*XZff*(T(U, A"% d,,).

This implies that Ex(<b) is injective. For suppose that <£(«) = ¿Lr for some nonzero

element u G T(A¡**) ® A'(to,, . . ., ur)„. Then to ¥= 0 on some set U as above. But

then «¡y = df^u contradicting the fact that E^tb)^ is an isomorphism.
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To see that Ex(<¡>) is surjective let {Ua} be a finite cover of M by tubular

neighborhoods as above and let {/a} be a partition of unity subordinate to {Ua}

consisting of C "-functions which are constant along the leaves of 'S. Let u G

r(A*,)s'' be a ¿^-closed form. Then by the above results u^j = u>a + d^ra where

ua G T(Ua, A£s) ® A'(tO[, . . . , ur)„. Note that since fa is constant along the leaves

of S, dnfa = 0. Hence, d{[r = d^(2afara) = 2a/atLTa. Therefore,

W =   2/aW =  1,fAUa  +  dfa)  = « + ¿||T
a a

where tö = "2afaua G T(A^S) ® A'(to„ ..., tor)„ and t = 2a/„v This shows that

Ex(<j>) is onto, concluding the proof of the theorem.   □

As a corollary to the Leray-Hirsch theorem we have the following representation

of the map /'„.

Corollary. Let 'S be a Hausdorff holomorphic, cohomology product foliation with

cohomology basis u>x, . . . , ú)r. Then there is a commutative diagram

Hx(M,9*f) h H\M,Qv)

a T it T

H x(Ab*, db) © T(99) ® A'(tOi, • • • , «,)„     £     T(Q9) ® A*(«„ .... <or)n

Hence, 'S is infinitesimally stable under holomorphic deformations if and only if

W = o.

It is natural to ask if there is a naturally occurring class of foliations for which

r(0g) = 0. In [2] we showed that the construction of the Kobayashi metric on

complex manifolds can be extended to yield a metric on the leaf space of a

holomorphic foliation. If this metric is nondegenerate the foliation is called

hyperbolic. The well-known result that compact hyperbolic manifolds have no

holomorphic vector fields [9] generalizes as follows.

Lemma. If S is a hyperbolic foliation on a compact C x'-manifold M and if there is

a C x-foliation transverse to 'S then T(M, 0^) = 0.

Proof. Suppose X G T(M, 0ff) is nonzero and lei N<^> M be a leaf of the

foliation transverse to S. Then TV is a hyperbolic manifold (the complex structure

on TV is induced by that of 'S and that N is hyperbolic follows from the definition

of hyperbolic foliation [2]). The foliation transverse to S defines a splitting

TM = L ffi Q so that Q is the distribution of the transverse foliation. Therefore,

the identification Q(l°) s Q allows us to identify X with a vector field on M which

is tangent to N. Since M is compact the vector field X is complete and hence

restricts to a complete, holomorphic vector field on TV. As in the proof of the

corresponding theorem for hyperbolic manifolds [9] we can use A^ to define an

immersion of a complex line in TV. To do this observe that [X, V— 1 X] = 0 so if

v, is the flow of X and p, is the flow of V— 1 X then v, ° ps — ¡is ° vt. Let x0 G TV

be a point at which X is nonzero; then define the immersion by
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C^TV

a + V^J b h» p6(üa(x0)).

Since the Kobayashi metric of C is 0, by the distance decreasing property of

holomorphic maps, the manifold TV cannot be hyperbolic. This contradiction

proves the theorem.    □

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the

above results.

Theorem 2. Let 'S be a holomorphic foliation on a compact manifold M. Suppose

that there is an SL(p)-foliation transverse to 'S and that S is a cohomology product

foliation. Then if S is hyperbolic it follows that 'S is stable under holomorphic

deformations.

We will now apply these results to the case where M is the total space of a
IT

G-principal fiber bundle over a complex manifold TV. Specifically, let M —» TV be a

G-principal bundle and let S be the foliation of M by the fibers of it with complex

structure induced by the complex structure on TV. Let wTM-+q be a connection

form whose curvature lies in r(g(1,0)* A T*MC ® g). If M-»TV is holomorphic

such a choice of connection can always be made. Then the induced map

w*: Aq*^>T(AT*Mc)

takes closed, left invariant forms on G to forms whose differentials he in

r(ô(,0)* A AT*Afc) and hence f is a cohomology product foliation. If the

connection w is flat then the horizontal distribution defines an SL(p)-foliation

transverse to 'S. Hence we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let 'S be a holomorphic foliation on M given as above. Then S is

infinitesimally stable under holomorphic deformations if and only if there are no

holomorphic vector fields on TV. Furthermore if M is compact and the connection w is

flat then S is stable under holomorphic deformations if there are no holomorphic

vector fields on TV.
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